
TECHNOLOGY

Baton CORE
The next evolution in post-trade is here. Baton CORE is transforming the inefficient and costly post-trade processes we’ve come

to accept as the status quo. Revolutionising the entire front to back process, Baton is introducing fully interoperable digital
infrastructures from trade matching through to settlement.

Our suite of solutions are redefining what post-trade processing should look like: fully connected, friction-free, flexible and
transparent.

Welcome to Baton. Post-Trade. Redefined.
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THE BATON SOLUTION

Next Generation Technology
Baton CORE solutions are based on distributed ledger technology (DLT) and designed to elevate a firm’s control over their assets, allowing for improved

use of capital, reduced risk exposure and effective liquidity management with increased operational resiliency and productivity.

Fully Connected
Baton’s interoperable rules-based distributed ledger is system-agnostic and unobtrusive, designed to

interoperate seamlessly with the core ledgers, payment gateways and messaging systems already in
place, using secure access protocols, adapters and APIs.



Friction-Free
Overcome the operational intervention, risks and points of failure presented by central server

architectures using zero-friction, fully configurable, smart and automated workflows.

Flexible, Transparent and Secure
Baton’s interoperable rules-based distributed ledger platform provides settlement participants with a

wealth of choice and full transparency of all activities. It’s SaaS based and it can be quickly and securely
deployed through the cloud using a single tenant architecture.

See Baton CORE in Action - Book a Demo with our team Today! BOOK A DEMO
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Introducing Baton CORE, transforming asset movement and
settlements across financial markets.

Core-FX
Safely settle FX trades, when you want to
- quickly and securely. Removing
complexity, enabling smart netting and

payment strategies.

FIND OUT MORE 

Core-Liquidity
With Core-Liquidity, asset ownership can
be transferred in real time, on demand,
24/7, in a legally enforceable way.

FIND OUT MORE 

Core-Payments
Core-Payments operates across product
silos. Business-defined rules provide
complete control and visibility over

payments and settlements.

FIND OUT MORE 

Core-Collateral
With Core-Collateral, FCMs and CCPs
can automate and optimise collateral
holdings and expedite the movement of

cash and securities.

FIND OUT MORE 
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Baton CORE
at a Glance
Further reading, reference material,
white papers and industry articles.

VIEW MORE  Overcoming liquidity challenges for internal Cash Management &
Treasury Operations
How Baton solves a $300-million problem for financial institutions.

CORE-LIQUIDITY BATON CORE USE CASE

Use Case: Overcoming settlement and liquidity challenges for peer-to-
peer FX
How Baton solves the problems behind $8.9 trillion of settlement risk.

CORE-FX BATON CORE USE CASE

Stress Fatigue: Addressing the Urgent Threat of Settlement Risk in the
Global Financial System
While financial markets appear to have recovered almost without damage from the Global Financial Crisis (GFC) more than a decade
ago, the truth is not so uplifting.
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Baton Systems is revolutionising how

payments are made in the world’s

largest financial markets.

Core-Payments 
Core-Collateral

London  |  New York  |  San Francisco  |  Chennai
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